2008 dodge caravan radio not working

You left your headlights on, and your battery went dead. In most cases, fixing a car stereo that
quit working after the battery died is a lot simpler than that. Of course, it can also be a lot more
complicated. There are a few different reasons for a car radio to stop working after the battery
has gone completely dead. In certain rarer cases, you may be dealing with a damaged radio or
even damage to other electrical systems other than your radio. For instance, if your radio
stopped working after a botched jump start, the radioâ€”and other delicate electronicsâ€”could
have been fried. Car radio codes are meant to act as a sort of passive anti-theft feature. When
power to the radio is cut, the feature kicks in, and when power is returned, the unit is basically
bricked until you enter a specific code. That means car radio codes almost overwhelmingly
become headaches for the lawful owners of those car radios, instead of the thieves they are
meant to inconvenience. The best way to deal with a car radio code is to not deal with it at all. If
you bought your car used, the previous owner may have written the number down in the
manual, and some manuals actually have a place to do so. If your car radio stopped working
after a jump start, or after a battery charge, then the problem might still be related to a car radio
code anti-theft feature. The biggest danger in jump-starting or charging a battery is actually
related to the explosive nature of the hydrogen gas that can leak from a lead-acid battery. This
is why the final cable you hook up should always be a ground cable, and it should be hooked to
ground, rather than the battery. If you hook directly to a battery, and any hydrogen gas has
leaked from the battery, the resulting spark could ignite the gas and cause an explosion. If the
cables were hooked up backward at any point, and your radio stopped working as a result, then
the radio may well be fried. And quite aside from your radio, any number of other components
could also be fried. Unlike people, who may spend their entire lives in search of a purpose,
fuses are born into this world with the sure and certain knowledge that they will one day die to
save another. In the case of your car radio fuse, it is designed to sacrifice itself to prevent a
dangerous amount of current from flowing through your car radio and the associated circuit. In
other cases, you may find that a fusible link has blown, or that a wire somewhere has melted. In
other far more serious scenarios, you may find that other electronic components, right up to
and including your extremely expensive electronic control unit, may have also been damaged.
When two things happen at exactly the same time, it's easy to just assume that they are related.
And in the case of dead batteries and dead car radios, there's a definite chance that the
problems are related. However, you may find that your car radio suddenly quit working for a
totally unrelated reason. For instance, if your radio turns on and displays a station, but no
sound comes out of the speakers, then it's probably an issue with the speakers or the wiring or
even the antenna. In that same vein, a car stereo with a non-functioning radio may be tracked
down to an antenna problem if other audio sources, like the CD player, work just fine. Jeremy
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Tell us why! More from Lifewire. About 3 days now first day my radio turned on by it self did not
know what to think just thought I hi the button on the steering wheel then later on that day the
radio turned on by itself again worked for about 10 minutes then turned off it's only the a FM AM
radio on having problems with cuz Sirius radio still works CD player still works but now going
on the fourth day today the radio when I start the van the radio will turn on then give it about 5
to 10 minutes it'll just go dead silent I can still see my screen and everything else it's not a big
touch screen or anything it's just to tell me the time and what station is I'm on it's just a
Uconnect in a Dodge Caravan I don't know what it could be I thought it would be a fuse but
everybody says if it's a fuse then the whole screen wouldn't light up and the other parts of the
radio wouldn't work any suggestions anyone. TripleMGoatFarms answered 2 years ago. Did you
happen to figure out the problem? I have a Dodge van and it's doing the same thing I turned my
air on and now it's blowing air on the driver side and heat on the right side. Nope still not
working heater doing the same thing radio don't work so I decided to get Sirius radio and now it
just does not work at all only my Sirius Radio my CD player and my aux all work except for the
actual AM FM radio the Heat on the driver side works but on passenger side it always blows
cold air unless I fidget around with a passenger side. GuruTXXH1 answered 2 years ago. Dodge
sucks. I hate this van. GuruT36MN answered 2 years ago. I had the same problem with my cold
on one side hot in the other. Check to see if there was a recall for that. I took mine in and they
fixed it. Jonah answered 2 years ago. The heating and radio problems sound to be fuse related,
give it a check and let us know :. It could be two separate issues. Put masking tape on the dash

just below the radio trim ring to protect the dash. Remove the trim ring and pull the radio out
and have someone hold it for you. Do not disconnect the wiring. Turn they key to aux and turn
on the FM radio. On mine, I found that if I pulled the antenna connection upward, the radio
would come on. I zip-tied it in place but that only worked for a day. It seems to be a loose
connection where the antenna connector is soldered to the radio electronics board. I searched
and found this is a common problem with Chrysler radios. I don't know if the mount can be
re-soldered to the board or not. I will probably buy a replacement on eBay and hopefully I won't
need to have the dealer program the firmware. Mine had both of these problems also. I have
similar issue with grand caravan sxt. CD and AUX work fine just no radio sound. It will find radio
stations and display them but no sound. Very frustrating. Canman answered 2 years ago. For
the heat I had the same problem. But I am here looking for a fix for my speakers sounding
distorted when connected to Bluetooth audio. They are perfectly fine when playing all other
audio sources. My tuner has also went out but not concerned about that since I primarily use
XM radio. Chrisy answered 2 years ago. I have the same problem in my Chrysler It just started.
Cdrmaster answered 2 years ago. I have this same problem cuts in and out when every it wants.
Took it out of dash and found if I put pressure on the antenna connection on the back of the
radio, pulling up it comes on every time, left go of it and it turns off pull up again and back on ,
also tryed to zip tie it there but only lasted about a day and back to cutting in and out. GuruBQ
answered 2 years ago. I have the same radio issue with my Caravan. I'm going to try a used
radio from a wrecker.. I do, however, have a temporary fix for the heater controls. Sometimes
my passenger vent blows hot when set to cold, or cold when set to hot. Found this tip from
another site years ago, Stop and park, turn the motor off, then turn key to ACC. I think it also
worked with the van running as well, and does not seem to matter if the heater fan was running
or not. This is a temporary fix,, issue comes back a few times a year, but this fix works for free!
Should be a recall, and so should the radio issue.. Hope this helps,. Having same issue with
mine So I believe the solution will end up being to replace the connector first GuruC42PK
answered 2 years ago. It is the back of radio where entena plugs in. Pull radio out but dont
unhook anything ,pry up on entena cable towards front of radio, not hard enough to break off
but firm now take a piece of wire wrap it around entena cable where black meets chrome feed
other end of wire threw holes near corner straight above now join wire and with plyers twist
together and create a turnbuckle as you twist it will tighten and stay tight twist ties will back off
a hair thus defeating purpose of tension at all times. Had the same problem the radio not
working. First check if wiggling the antenna connector solves the issue. For me it was indeed
the antenna connector. To fix it take take the car radio out. Then remove the bottom casing of
the radio that is held by some snap in flanges. Locate the antenna connector on the PCB board
and resolder the 5 solder points of the antenna connector. It is most likely the middle one that
has a cold solder as all the other connect to a common ground and it is not likely that all of
them fail. Pop the radio back in and see if it works as it did for me. No need to by a new radio.
GuruC5CLM answered 2 years ago. Has been working fine, but a couple of years ago it did blow
cold air from one side while temp was set to full hot. I simply set temp to full cold for a minute
or two, and then back to hot. Worked fine after that. GuruCYV4H answered 2 years ago. Mine
was just at the garage yesterday because of the radio problem. I have to get a new radio put in
mine. Everything else still works but the radio itself. GuruCV1BB answered 2 years ago. There's
a recall on the heating problem. See your dealer. Radio is still an issue. J answered 2 years ago.
Have the battery test. Battery last 3 to 5 year. If the voltage is low when there a drop. It can
cause issues with some electronics like radio. And uconnect. What about a fuse that might go
to speaker or the speaker wire is loose at the radio If everything else lights up that's all it could
be.. Guru1LDTK answered about a year ago. Radio was intermittent, suggesting 'loose wire',
screen came on always, suggesting speakers or antenna. Its a fairly easy procedure to remove
radio and resolder the five antenna spots. Thanx for your posting. My dodge grand caravan
drained the battery, I put a new antenator and a new battery but I remove the cable from the
battery and turn off that is normal or is there a problem? Julie answered about a year ago.
Dodge caravan. Worst car ever. I called customer service at dodge about broken radio. Not
helpful also had to replace all four tires and soon will need new breaks. I have a with Thinking of
trading in before anything else happens. Do not ever buy a dodge. Radio plays and the deck
volume control works, the display doesn't light up, the steering wheel controls don't work and it
won't change source. Not when I press the individual buttons, nor on the steering wheel source
change button. Caravanfan answered about a year ago. This van cost me over 30 thousand I
have had it since new. It's only got km and I'm finding that it's just not lasting. If any one is
interested in a class action for those three issues I'm definitely in. Or even if any one knows
how to get the radio and heat fixed permanently that's also great. I have had the radio looked at
dodge suggested I replace unit. Their price was nuts I said no. I have taken it in for heat at least

5 times now each time they claim it's a trap door malfunctioning so I replace it sure enough it
fails again. I'm at my ends wit can't afford new vehicle but its damn cold I need heat!! Lol thanks
for listening feel free to message me back or email me at stewartgeorge gmail. Thanks and good
luck to everyone stay warm :. ILminivanmom answered 11 months ago. I have a Dodge Caravan,
radio stopped working last year. Display shows no sound. If I use UConnect it goes in and out.
With so many us having the same problem why wouldn't this be a mfg issue that gets fixed for
free? GuruJ answered 10 months ago. When I push The anntena connector , IT works, so Could
be the cable or the connexion. J answered 9 months ago. It sounds like the computer or brain
whatever they call it is messing up,I'm not a mechanic,but the box that holds your fuses and
relays sometimes will get a short or something and that'll reak havoc on different electrical
components. Im not dogging my van tho I love it, bit it's got parasitic drain on the batt from the
radio coming on everytime I open the door. Constantly sounds love a CD is trying to load. I
hope this helps. GuruMS8HW answered 9 months ago. By Jove I think He's got it! Radio fix Free
to jiggle is what made the problem, Now secure I am pleased not to have to sell because of the
radio! Go NPR! Kent in Buffalo NY. Guru7MNHV answered 8 months ago. Simbookee Greatest
fix ever Fix took less than a minute. FM radio works as it should. Guru3L3PL answered 7
months ago. Update on my radio Fix!! I thought resoldering the middle pin of the antenna
connector would fix it. But no. Putting the antenna connector straight on the PCB is a bad idea
as there is too much mull on the antenna connector without any strain relieve. There you can
see how cheap it is made. However here is the fix. Remove all the snap in metal parts. Remove
front. Remove PCB board from housing. Now I had to desolder the antenna connector entirely.
Then I saw on the other side of the PCB that conductor trace for the middle pin had cracked.
Now remove the PCB coating from that trace so that you can put on some solder. Get some
piece of thin flexible shielded cable. Keep it long enough to zip tie it later to the housing. Solder
the core to through the hole onto the trace with the solder. Solder the shield to one of the 4
ground pins. Resolder the the others side of the cable back to the original antenna connector.
Put housing back together. That's it. Took around an hour. I hope that's holding up longer now.
Dan answered 5 months ago. Like everyone else on this message board, I too was having
issues with my Dodge Caravan's radio. It was quite frustrating and annoying. I read several of
your posts and decided I'll give it a shot. Taking the radio out was very easy. This may help For
me, the issue was definitely how the antenna was connected to the radio. In certain positions, it
would work and of course in others, it would not. What I did was I found the position in which
the radio worked. Believe it or not, it worked and has continued to work for the last couple of
weeks. I don't know how hot the radio gets or how hot that area gets if the heat is on so my
hope is that the plastic zip tie doesn't melt or worst case scenario cause a fire. For now I have a
working radio. The attached pics is what it looks like. Hope this helps at least 1 person. Good
luck. Steve answered 4 months ago. The problem is with the radio chip on the mainboard. Its
the square chip right behind the antenna jack. One of the solder joints will crack and the temp
fix seems to be wiring up your antenna cable to "support" it. All this does is flex the main board
enough to bridge the cracked solder joint. No permanent fix. Now you can get a solder iron
down onto the chip and just hit each of the 48 small solder joints. IIRC mine was open on the
right side toward the face, you could see a few that were not shiny silver but dull copper
looking. Just poor soldering from radio manufacturer. I reflowed mine with a heat gun, low
setting right down on the chip until you see the solder start to shine. Worked great. Simon
answered 3 months ago. Hi guys, Did someone got the color references for cables?
Guru9ZQPH7 answered 2 months ago. Had the same problem with my Caravan radio. Thanks
for the fix. I Took the radio apart it snaps together , inserted a bolt though one of the many holes
in the back with a nut securing it on the outside. Then using an adjustable hose clamp going
around the antenna connector and the bolt, I can tighten it until there is adequate pressure on
the connector to activate the radio. I think it may be a fuse but i dont know which fuse it is as
they are not all marked. About 3 days now first day my radio turned on by it self did not know
what to think just thought I hi the button on the steering wheel then later on that day the radio
turned on by itself again wor I have a Dodge Grand Caravan and the radio keeps cutting out. No
matter what input I choose, it plays for about 10 seconds and then will cut out and come back
on and just continue to do that I can open it when the van is shutting off, however the screen is
lit but blank. Strange as the others I have viewed it was ab I just purchased a used Grand
Caravan Crew with 97K miles. I push the power button on the radio dial so that the power will
come on. The display seems to show that it is on and tuned to stat I have a different car.
Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of
CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please
refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it
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Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Dodge Grand Caravan question. Sell Your
Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started. Search Dodge Grand Caravan
Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used
Cars For Sale. Hey everyone, a few days ago I plugged in my Phone charger into my van and it
started charging my phone for about 5 seconds. After that it started smoking and now the radio
will not turn on. I can not play Cd's or cassette tapes either. It wont even let me use an auxiliary
cord to connect to my phone for music. I'm assuming its a blown fuse but I am not sure about
that. I found the fuse box in the engine but Ive looked on the internet and every website says
that that fuse box doesn't have anything to do with the electronics on the inside of the vehicle
but they don't say were the other fuse box would be. I have researched more and websites say
there is another one but they don't say where. Its not a fuse, it is a accessory relay which is
located in the fuse box up front that powers the 12 volt outlets and the radio.. I have a Dodge
Grand caravan. The radio , everything is working. All the speakers just stopped working. I'd
check the fuses , but where are they!?!?!? I had the same problem twice and I fixed myself, you
are right is a blown fuse and is in the fuse box that is located in the engine compartment, you
have to look for a yellow 20A fuse. I drive a 02 grand caravan ES, I hope this help solve your
problem, driving without music is not fun at all. Right on the nose! My radio had stoped working
2 days ago while I was plugin my phone-jack. Found this fix up and stoped, opened the hood.
Opened the fuse box and after looking around a little bit found the fuse, took it out and there it
was! Went to my local AutoZone and bought the fuse pack of 5 and changed the offending part.
And presto! I have radio again. Grand Caravan Show 17 more comments. I have an 02 town and
country and I changed the blower motor fan and resister and now it works fine but if I turn on
the radio it blows a fuse can anyone help. It is in the radio, behind the buttons. After six months
of listening fools tell me to connect and disconnect, change fuses, etc, and pulling my hair, i
finally removed the radio. I am having same problem with my radio in my Dodge Grand Caravan
sport- radio suddenly switches station then resets to Now not working at all! I checked fuses- all
OK. I took apart the center area to pull radio out, and checked wires leading into. Thank you was
absolutely correct plugged in phone charger and radio went out but clock time still worked.
Claude tremblay. Erica newkirke I have a Chylser town and country van my radio turns on and
switches channels but there's no sound. Could anyone tell me what the problem could be I hate
driving without music. Help me please it's getting cold out what would that be??? DVD disc
player worked fine before. VES rear screen is blank. I have audio. Can someone walk me
through steps to reconnect rear VES? REAR screen is 2 or 1? Any help would be appreciated.
Fix Your Stuff. Back Answers Index. Dante Rep: 2 2. View the answer I have this problem too
Subscribed to new answers. Is this a good question? Yes No. Voted Undo. Score 9. My radio is
not turn in and the dude is good, I hace a Caravan. The All-New. The high performance
electronics repair kit. Chosen Solution. Was this answer helpful? Score I can always count on
this site to help me thanks. Thank you! You are a genius!!! What about a Dodge Grand Caravan
sxt? Rep: 13 1. Score 1. Score 0. Claude tremblay Rep: 1. Erica newkirke92 Rep: 1. Add your
answer Dante will be eternally grateful. View Statistics:. The bulletin applies to the vehicles
listed below.
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If you disconnect or reconnect battery cables with the fuse in place, the electrical spike can
damage the radio. The radio may also be damaged if the current battery goes dead and you
replace it without removing the fuse. The radio may have been damaged by the electrical spike
or may be locked up. Try disconnecting the battery terminals with the M12 fuse in place. Touch
the battery terminals together to drain the radio capacitors. Then reinstall the battery cables. If
the radio works, the problem was simply logic lock. They include wiring diagrams and technical
service bulletins. In most cases, their diagrams are right from the factory manuals. Pricing:
Eautorepair. So you have to refer to the factory legends to learn the identification symbols and
then refer back to circuit diagrams to find the splice and ground locations. However, Alldatadiy.
If you need to dig into your doors, dash or console, Alldatadiy. Find this article useful? Share it!
Tags radio doesn't work after jump start.

